Abstract

Immunology has now developed into an independent discipline in medicine which covers not only germ infection which is related to immunity solely but also covers a lot of non-infectious diseases such as autoimmune disease, allergies, and others. Therefore, “The Immune Mechanism: “a double-edged sword” means that the immune mechanism (consisted of antibody mediated mechanism and T cell mediated mechanism), just like one edge playing the role of giving benefit (immunity) as it destroys the agent of infection, and another one can be detrimental as it will cause tissue/cell damages and then give rise to immune diseases (immunopathology). Now, the prevalence of these immune diseases is on the rise and has become a new challenge to our country towards developed country in 2020. Therefore, we have to make ample preparation (laboratory facilities/services, main power, and research) from now on in order to face the problems and challenges.
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Introduction

We live in an environment with numerous substances or agents which may be detrimental towards our body such as bacteria, viruses, and other pathogens. For example, the air that we breathe contains germs which may cause diseases such as tuberculosis, H1N1, and others. Likewise, the water which we drink and the food which we take may also contain germs which may cause diseases such as typhoid, cholera and others. However, our bodies have been equipped with a defence mechanism which can prevent infection. At the same time our body’s defence mechanism also functions to control the development of cancerous cells.

There are two levels in the body’s defence system which are the innate immunity and the adaptive immunity (1–3). The innate immunity is also known as the first defence barrier exists in order to prevent infection. For example, our skin is the anatomy blockade which needs to be penetrated by infectious germs before entering into the body. Germs may infect through bruises or fire burns. In addition, acid in the stomach helps inhibit growth or kill bacteria contaminated in food or drinks. Tears also contain enzymes which can prevent infection. However, there are infectious germs that can overcome the first defence barrier and try attacking our bodies. As mentioned earlier, in the second level, it involves another unique body defence system which is the adaptive immunity (2,4). The maturation process of lymphocyte takes place in the thymus and the bone marrow, while the activation of lymphocyte is in spleen and lymph nodes. The germs that enter our bodies will stimulate the lymphocytes in the spleen and lymph nodes. This is an immune reaction which produces immunity with the production of antibodies and cytotoxic T cell. During the immune response, mediators such as cytokines are also produced. The adaptive immunity is divided into two types: antibody mediated immunity and cell immunity (mediated by cytotoxic T cells) (1–4). The immune mechanism produced may kill or destroy germs and thus, giving us protection/immunity.

Without an immune system which offers immunity, we are exposed to infections (as well as the development of cancer cells). Therefore, the immune system which gives immunity/ the specific defence is beneficial for humans in fighting infections. Further, discussion on immune mechanism which destroys infectious agents, will be focused on tuberculosis in light of our research carried out so far.

What is Tuberculosis (TB)?

Tuberculosis (TB) is an infectious disease caused by bacterial infection known as Mycobacterium tuberculosis. This bacterium generally spreads through the breathing system and infects the lungs. The immunity developed
may control the bacterial infection in the body without any clinical symptoms.

Only a little number of individuals are exposed to the TB bacteria develop pulmonary TB (active tuberculosis) which shows symptoms of acute primary TB such as prolonged coughing (5). Patients who show symptoms of acute primary TB and left untreated may enable the TB bacteria to spread to other organs such as bones, kidneys, the brain, and other vital organs. This phase is known as miliary or extra-pulmonary TB infection. Active TB patients will also be controlled by the formation of immunity. Although they are not showing the symptoms, the TB bacterium is still in the body and this is also referred to as latent TB infection. If their immunity level is weak, the latent TB infection may be active again and show symptoms of TB (5).

**Immunity/Immune Mechanism towards TB**

The TB bacteria enter the body through breathing and finally attack the lungs (6). There are immune cells such as lymphocytes and macrophages in the lungs which are stimulated by the TB infection. The immune response to TB infection include the production of antibodies, cytotoxic T cells activation, and macrophages (7–10). However, there are ample of research reports show, antibodies produced towards TB bacteria are unable to control infections, because the bacteria can live in cells undetected by the antibodies (5). Therefore, the TB infection control depends on the immunity cells (cytotoxic T cells and the most active macrophages) (7,10). This was proven as an active TB patient has high antibody level but has low T cell activity and macrophages. TB bacteria may live and multiply in normal macrophages, but as the macrophages are activated by the cytokines, it has the ability to kill the TB bacteria. Meanwhile, the active cytotoxic T cell can cause lysis to the cells infected by the TB bacteria and then causes the bacteria to be killed by the most active macrophages (7,10). However, if the immune system failed, an uncontrolled TB infection may take place.

**What is the Importance of TB Research?**

Although TB was once controlled with the existence of vaccines and medication, this disease is now becoming more serious epidemic worldwide. TB cases are reported to be higher and alarming. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimated that 1/3 of the world population has been infected with the TB bacteria and more than 20 million infected are cases of active TB (11,12). Apart from that, the TB bacteria are also the main cause of death among human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) patients (13).

Next, some of the world population has been infected with the TB strains which are resistant to various antibiotics (Multi-Drug Resistance-MDR) (14,15). These strains cannot be destroyed by typical treatment, but it needs the combination of suitable antibiotics. Therefore, treatment success rates using a combination of drugs for MDR TB infection strain is low or it is difficult to be cured, and thus, causing high mortality rates. Hence, prevention using vaccination method is one of the best ways to overcome this problem. The production of new vaccines which are more effective should be carried out promptly.

**Vaccination Principle**

Each time an infection takes place as mentioned above, our immune system will be stimulated to produce immunity. This means, because of the infection, the symptoms occur first while the immune system produces immunity, and later demolishes the agent of infection. This is subjected to the status and the ability of our immune system. Our immune system can also be stimulated in an artificial way or it can be created without any symptom of diseases. This method is known as the immunization or vaccination using the vaccine. Vaccines are made up of certain infectious germs which are intended to be controlled such as weakened germs (can no longer cause disease) or certain components from the germs which are safe for use (1,4). Unlike natural infection, vaccination can stimulate the immune system without any symptoms of disease but can still produce antibodies and cytotoxic T cells that destroy infection agents which have been discussed earlier. This means, with vaccination, our bodies are equipped with the immunity, and if the infection took place, the immune system will rapidly be stimulated to produce immunity which is stronger and faster in destroying the germ infection more effectively (1,4). Therefore, vaccination serves the purpose of the wise saying, ‘prevention is better than cure’.

The vaccination method has been used in order to prevent certain diseases such as measles, poliomyelitis, hepatitis, TB and others. This approach has been a focal point for the research up till today in producing new vaccines which are more effective, and vaccines for diseases which
are yet to be prevented. Our achievements in developing new forms of vaccines for TB will be discussed further based on the researches which have been carried for more than 15 years.

**Research in Relations to Vaccine Candidates for TB**

More than a decade ago, a new vaccine named Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) has been produced to prevent TB (16). This vaccine is still used to this day. The BCG vaccine is given to newborn babies to prevent TB infection. However, its effectiveness used in certain countries is questionable (17). This is based on the increment of TB cases and the problem in controlling the spread of the TB bacteria. Therefore, the production of a better or alternative TB vaccine candidates which are more effective is now being carried out extensively all over the world (18–20). Researchers use numerous methods of approach in developing TB vaccines based on deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) technology (21). The technique used involves the development of synthetic genes of various epitopes and gene cloning (19). The epitopes TB bacteria have the potential to stimulate cellular immunity were identified and selected. Based on the epitope combination, the synthetic gene is generated by using the assembly PCR technique. Our studies have successfully produced new synthetic TB genes known as VacII and VacIII which has different combination of epitopes. Next, these synthetic genes are cloned into certain plasmid vectors to produce vaccine candidates known as DNA vaccine and surface display vaccine (22). In order to determine if the produced vaccine can stimulate lymphocyte or not, these vaccine were tested on mice model of vaccination. The lymphocyte responses and the production of cytokines from the group of mice that have been vaccinated and the control group (the blank vector) were measured and compared. For an example, our results show that lymphocyte stimulation index (SI) from the mice in DNA vaccination group was higher compared to the SI from the mice in the control group (Figure 1). A similar result were also obtained for surface display vaccination which shows SI from the vaccinated mice which was higher compared to the SI from the control mice (Figure 2).

As a general conclusion, our research results show newly developed TB vaccine candidates are immunogenic which is able to stimulate the mice’s immune system. However, the initial finding needs further research to evaluate the effectiveness of the vaccines which were developed. A challenge or protection study needs to be carried out in order to determine the efficacy of the vaccine. Next the safety study needs also to be done as well before the extensive research which involves human or the clinical trial to be carried out.

**Figure 1:** Lymphocyte Stimulation Index (SI) from mice vaccinated with DNA vaccine (the red bar) compared with control mice (the green bar) after stimulation with various epitopes of *M. tuberculosis* at 5 μg/mL and 10 μg/mL.

**Figure 2:** The lymphocyte stimulation index from the mice with surface display vaccination (the green bar) compared with the control mice (the striped bar) after stimulation with various epitopes of *M. tuberculosis* and recombinant vacII proteins.
The Contribution and the Implication of TB Candidate Vaccine Research and Development

The outcome of this research is the production of new vaccine candidates which are very much potential to be developed further as alternative vaccines which may prevent TB infection. At least the vaccines, can be utilized with the existing BCG vaccine in order to prevent TB disease more effectively. If this can be done, it can give an important impact because it will increase the health status of the world population and indirectly lessen the burden of the health service costs which are related to management and control of TB. Furthermore, this research has also developed DNA technology method in vaccine production and this makes Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM) as the research hub and training for the related field. In addition, TB research currently is one of the thrust areas especially in USM with its group of unique researchers.

Diseases Mediated by Immune Mechanism (Immunopathology)

Back to the topic of discussion which is the ‘immune mechanism: “a double-edged sword”, it has been further elaborated that the immune mechanism (humoral immunity and cellular immunity) can benefit us as our defence towards the infection by destroying the infectious agents (the same mechanism involved in the controlling of the spread of cancer cells). The immune mechanism can be produced when the infectious agents attacks our body or going through vaccination. For example, vaccine for TB infection is being developed to boost the immune system in mice as an initial research towards the effort in preventing TB soon.

However, the same immune mechanism (antibodies and cytotoxic T cells) which were discussed earlier, in certain situations can cause the destruction to the cells or tissues in our body. In a normal condition, the immune response does not happen to the cells or tissues in our body but, if there is interference or disorders towards the immune system, and other environmental factors, the immune mechanism produced can destroy our own cells and tissues. In return, there will be a prevalent of other diseases such as immune diseases (diseases mediated by immune mechanism) such as autoimmune diseases, allergic diseases, and others. This field is known as immunopathology. It is the adverse effects from the immune mechanism compared to the beneficial immunity mentioned earlier.

Immune mediated tissue damages

The immune mechanism which causes the damage of cells or tissues is divided into four types known as the hypersensitivity reaction (1,2). Hypersensitivity reaction Type I include the production of antibodies (IgE) towards environmental substances such as pollens, home dust, food, and others which are known as allergens. The pathology effect which takes place is as a result of mast cell activities that secretes enzymes and therefore, causes muscle contraction, overproduction of mucus and finally causing clinical symptoms such as allergic diseases. An example of an allergic disease is asthma, allergic rhinitis (runny nose), and others.

Hypersensitivity reaction Type II involves antibodies (IgG & IgM) towards surface-bound proteins, or cell membranes, or our body tissue. The pathology effects which happen include lysis and cell destruction. Example diseases are such as autoimmune haemolytic anaemia (AIHA), myasthenia gravis (MG), autoimmune diabetes (Type 1) and others. In AIHA, red blood cells lysis due to autoantibodies against the red blood cells takes place causing anaemia. In MG, there are autoantibodies which destroys/ blocks acetylcholine receptors and therefore causing muscle-nerve weakening. Meanwhile in autoimmune diabetes, there are autoantibodies that destroys insulin hormone production cells and therefore, causing symptoms of diabetes (1,2).

Hypersensitivity reaction Type III involves antibody production towards soluble protein in the body and thus, circulating immune complexes (CIC) circulate in our blood system. CIC may precipitate in certain organs such as kidney, joints, and others. At the base of this precipitation, a demolishing or tissue lysis may occur. For example, glomerulonephritis in the glomerulus of the kidney or arthritis of the joints. Lastly, hypersensitivity reaction Type IV does not involve antibody but on the contrary involves the activities of cytotoxic T cells and activated macrophages which destroy our own cell and body tissue. For example, in the dermato-myositis disease, lysis happens to the muscle by specific cytotoxic T cells towards muscle cells which weaken the function of the muscle. In one immune disease, more than one type of hypersensitivity reactions which has been mentioned earlier can be involved in tissue damage and this will cause various symptoms of the disease (2).
Next, the treatment for the immune disease depends on the immune mechanism involves in the tissue damage and symptoms inflicted with it. Generally, majority of the immune disease are autoimmune disease in which the production of autoantibody and autoreactive T cells damage patient’s cells or tissue. Among autoimmune disease in this country, Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) disease shows a high prevalence. Therefore, this disease is a research niche in the Immunology Department, School of Medical Science.

Eritematosus Lupus Systemic (SLE)

SLE is an autoimmune disease, with prolonged chronic inflammation which involves numerous organs. Among the main symptoms of SLE include rashes known as butterfly rashes in the face (rashes which resembles butterflies). Rashes may also present in body parts exposed to sunlight such as the neck and arms as patients develop sensitive skin towards sunlight (23). SLE’s main symptoms are serious with joint arthritis and renal disruption (glomerulonephritis) (24–26). Apart from that, it may also damage the brain, heart, lungs, and the blood circulatory system. The autoantibody profile which include anti-nuclear antibody (ANA), anti-ds DNA antibody have been shown to have an association with clinical manifestations in Malay SLE patients (27).

SLE is hard to detect in the initial prevalence because of its ambiguous symptoms. This is because the early lupus symptoms were not specific such as lethargy, fever, joint pain and hair loss (25). SLE’s aetiology is also not clear and understandable, but it was believed to involve a lot of factor such as descent, viral infection, sexual hormones, and environmental factor. The reported prevalence of SLE in Malaysia: 43 in 100 000 populations of the Chinese show the highest prevalence (28–30). Next, women are more inclined towards contracting it compared to men, and this may be related to hormonal factor (28,31). Age wise, SLE is reported to inflict as early as 10 to 50 years of age (32). SLE is incurable but it can be treated and controlled. Thus, SLE patients need longer treatment. Patients will also find themselves recuperating after treatment but it can also recur and it needs repeated treatment by specialists in order to make sure the target organs are not affected. A few research projects related to SLE have been carried out by lecturers in our Department of Immunology.

The Direction and Challenge of Immunology in the Future

Although infectious diseases such as TB, dengue, cholera, typhoid, and malaria is the main health issue in Malaysia, immune diseases still prevalent as faced by developed countries today. Therefore, we cannot underestimate immune disease problems as it needs thorough preparation to face it.

The number of clinical tests carried out samples from patients with immune disease in the Hospital USM is also increasing. Since the beginning, clinical test in the Department of Immunology, USM has focused on immune diseases such as tests for various autoantibodies, IgE measurement, immunophenotyping of various B & T cells sub-populations and the determination of related cell functions. Therefore, serological tests for infectious diseases have long been carried out by the Medical Microbiology Laboratory. In line with future aims, sufficient and compatible equipments should be provided in this focus field such as flow cytometry, nephelometer, chemiluminometer and fluorescent microscope. As it is, competent and trained medical laboratory technologists needs to be equipped sufficiently.

Immunology started with the medical microbiology discipline but now has expanded significantly into other fields or disciplines such as immunochemistry, immunohistochemistry, immunohaematology, immunopharmacology, reproductiveimmunology,immunoendocrinology, neuroimmunology and rheumatology. In conjunction with the development, there is a need for efficient and accurate treatment for immune diseases which also needs an addition of clinical immunology specialists. In order to encourage more specialists into this field, there is a need to create post for clinical immunologists for their career path. This niche of research in the Immunology Department, USM is also focusing on the same disease. Research for immune diseases such as SLE, allergies, and the likes of it must use cluster/multi-disciplinary. Suggested model for future direction of SLE research which include pathophysiology of the disease involving various disciplines and approaches is shown in Figure 3. The suggested model is based on the SLE disease attributes which cause damage to multiple organs or body systems such as renal system, respiratory system, psychiatry, orthopaedic, opthalmology and others.
Figure 3: Suggested model for future direction of SLE research which include pathophysiology of the disease involving various disciplines.
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